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Root #1 
I enjoy pulling up weeds and working in the garden. As soon as my hands feel the dirt I start focusing 
on things buried deep inside my brain. My anxieties fall away and I become wonderfully distracted. 
Some weeds are easy to pull up they just let go and come right up. It's so satisfying. They're beautiful. 
Most common weeds have evolved ways of gripping the soil and rocks, they break off as I pull them, 
and leave their cores behind - they'll be back. 

Roots #2
People certainly do have a lot of worries. While tress and things grow all around us, rooted deep down, 
we run about and strive and strive. Sometimes survival feels like a magic trick - poof! Square roots and 
mathematical equations, rationalizations, justifications, fundamentalizations, we root around for  
answers to assuage our anxieties. No matter that nothing is real. Let's just reach down in that bottle, 
extract the pill.

Roots #3
Of course it's so important to eat right. And nothing is more grounding for the soul than root 
vegetables, preferably home grown. They'll never let you down, such delightful company in the garden, 
such hardy companions! And so giving, so self-less!The garlic, the beet, the potato, salt of the earth, the 
chard, oh gorgeous chard, graceful and beckoning, and the carrot! that fiery downward arrow, rooted 
bravely in the ground, engarde brave carrot!  Take that! And that! And that!  

Roots #4
Paddling on the peaceful lake, the psychedelic tree roots expose themselves shamelessly to the observer 
- are they humiliated, or proud of revealing their underthings to strangers? If they could talk, what 
violent stories they could tell, of not one but countless members falling to the elements, the super 
storms of our time, the multitude of deaths, numberless young and old, their treasures clutched in their 
roots..…goodbye you regal old giants.

Roots #5
Will science save us? Will it save the soil and the precious bacteria and and the nutrients that make it  
possible for things to grow? For roots to flourish? Will we figure it out in time? Will we see our 
mistakes, will we admit that we see our mistakes? Is technology the answer? Will we save our planet,  
will we save ourselves? 

Root #6 And when we say ourselves, just who are we talking about? Humans eat everything in sight, 
but what if there's nothing left to eat? What if we forget to save everything else but ourselves? What if  
there's nothing left to rip or crunch or gnaw or crack open with our teeth? What will become of our 
teeth? It's all just a slow dance to the end of the big banquet, toothless and lifeless and rootless, 
waltzing away to nothingness.

Root #7 But until then there's plenty of work to do, plenty to worry about, problems to solve, family. 
community, culture, games, money, history, war, animals, crime, architecture, forests, politics, society,  
agriculture, music, gardens, children, home…


